HEALING
ZERO
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Zero magnetic field generating substrate

Adjust the disturbance of the magnetic field by electromagnetic waves.
New stylishly ZERO is now on sale ! We wont you to attach to your smart phones.
The back side. A powerful seal.

Pure aluminum 99.8% Alumite etching process

Conductive carbon paste.

A zero magnetic field outbreak circuit.

Product Details

Reversely
phase coil

Electromagnetic
wave receiving

●Product size ： H22×W22㎜ ●Package size ： H190×W110×D10㎜
●Container / Pure 99.85% of aluminum, Alumite etching processing, Conductive carbon print, Back side seal

Mechanism of zero magnetic field generation substrate
Zero magnetic field generation circuit (a pair of spiral coil) receives the radio wave which flies about in space, and the energy
spot which earns the high income which heals the person called "zero magnetic field" is formed out of to pour an electric
current into a circuit.

A zero magnetic field coordinates the disorder of the magnetic field.
●What is a zero magnetic field?
It is called sacred place, “IYASHIROCHI”, from ancient times, and the water which is delicious at a regular place of the mind springs out, and
mind and body are healed when you visit it and is a place and the energy ground which is handed down when a disease is cured of the same
quality.

●Why is vibration adjustment necessary?
Our living environment is surrounded by modern buildings and artifacts, vibrations of space are very disturbed due to air pollution,
electromagnetic waves of electric products, human dissatisfaction and uneasiness, stressing our mentally and physically. It also causes
tiredness and poor physical condition.

●Voltage measurement of zero magnetic field
outbreak board "ZERO"

(A)normal

(B) At the time of cell-phone transmission and reception

【Measuring equipment = Sony Tektronix TDS684A/2001.10 Suntech
Development Division laboratory Co., Ltd.】

When I bring (A) and a cell-phone at the time of
the transmission and reception close in normal
with the Voltage to spread in zero (I measured
each in B).) ⇒By this experiment, I receive a
ground electric wave and electromagnetic wave
from an antenna part of zero, and electric
currents always flow through the eddy circuit of
zero and know that I form a zero magnetic field
Color

Part number

Progeny

Gold

ZM-801

1800yen 4532292010697

Black

ZM-802

1800yen 4532292010703

Red

ZM-803

1800yen 4532292010710

Blue

ZM-804

1800yen 4532292010727

The voltage of about 2.0mmV - 8.0mmV always flows
through the circuit of ZERO.
【Before】

The voltage of about 500mmV - 1.2V flows through
the circuit of ZERO.
【After use】

●Effective application of ZERO EX8

JAN cord

You put it on 2-4, every product including other
cell-phones, PC, TV, Microwave ovens, IH
cooking to one, a PC others electric appliance to
a mobile phone for any purpose!

Healing Company HAPPY TALK
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